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Own we live in a world plagued by pornography and people are looking for help winning
individual struggles with pornography. They often turn to their church leader for that help. How
does the leader help a person overcome the shame of this issue and start seeing positive
progress. How can a leader help youth to open up about struggles with pornography. What are
some lasting proven tactics. The actually make a difference in order to help leading saints has
created the liberating saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring individuals
who have a unique perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of those most popular
sessions are available to watch now simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four
seven to start watching now or visit leading saints dot org slash liberating findings jury chomping
from calgary alberta canada. I served in the first demander branch as eldest karn president vice
portion. Trust the things that i've heard on leading saints podcasts. In their approach spin to be
people to humans as calling sensu tree people as humans. And anna's friends and being very
down to earth and truly listening to the members and understanding how to help and encourage
them to progress in the gospel as those being useful and of use within their award. This is how i
lead segment on the leading. Seines podcast where we talk all things. Leadership in the context
of being latter day saint in fact that's our mission as a five zero one. C three nonprofit
organization is to create content is going to help latter day saints be better prepared to lead and
these how i lead segments are interesting because we look for everyday going individuals
who've been asked to serve and lead in specific callings and then just ask them. How is it that
you lead in this episode. We have the opportunity to talk with donald. Kelly who is actually a
fellow podcast himself. He produces the cells of angeles podcast. In fact that's his business. He
does a lot of consulting and training in the world of of cells and that would be for fascinating
interview in the how i lead world right and it was just that donald is a former bishop just released
not too long ago and to has some great perspective and ideas and even some ideas that you
might consider old school but these old school ideas. Maybe we've gotten too far away from
when this tech savvy world. We've left these practical old school ideas behind. That could



possibly maybe help you a lot. So keep your air out for those ideas related to binders and
whatnot but a fantastic leader dynamic leader. Lots of lots of energy and perspective and advice
so here is my interview with donald kelly. Today i have the opportunity to connect to the powers
of the internet with donald kelly. How're you donald. I am doing so well. Kurt thanks so much for
having me on excited to chat with you as well. Yeah well. I'm excited to finally connect. Your
name has been one. That's been passed around in my email from various people in and i think
you've even have you even had a cameo in some church videos at one point. I had elliot's living
with gun couple of things with them in your marketing. Guy right like what What do you do for
work. So we have a sales consulting firm in south florida and we teach a sales principal saw
helping individuals in companies Sales teams become effective. So people will use the
consulting side they will have if they don't have a sales process look to our team Sales process
and their team have a structure thing they can follow usually for smaller clients in the larger
clients. They want us to do training or to come in center sales reps to one of our programs to
improve their skills whether that's using social skills linked in or sales mindset on how to think or
work on pressure or sales foundation on learn how to sell to other companies so nice love it and
everybody loves. Everybody loves a good conversion story in any joined the church. I think if i
remember i in your teenage years maybe give us a brief rundown of that story so i was fourteen
and i had a friend who was talking about scouting it was mrs flora's class national junior honor
society. My brother who is Was five years younger than i was in elementary school. And they
were. you've just joined cub scouts. And we were both talking about camping in us. Man we get
to do Man i wanna do that stuff too. But also for the cub scouting. Enjoy their true. And then my
buddy had mentioned this idea of you know we have scouting and we have tuesday basketball.
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What prompted to do that. i think it was. They were talking about missionary work at a church.
Just opening your mouth right just all. It is so dang. Open his mouth in national junior cyanide.
Put it off as i was like. I need to get back into a church. But i didn't. It's fun to not do anything to
be lazy right. So i did want to input as a priority band. A fourteen year old kid for the sake of that
point church was necessary topping but i just knew it was nagging that i need to go to church or
get back into a church and pentecostal church. I was going to into older friends. That are big
brother. He moved to new york. Was they preach like you. Don't two thousand So this is like
nineteen ninety nine. I'm like down to last wire man. I'm gonna get myself in order before. I burn
and it either way. The point is that stuff just weighed on my line. That should i give my life right.
And should i also the cool factor. This is a scouting than i can take part in and be around other.
So i started to go to church with dane. Easter sundays is funny that this year. Whatever you're
listening to this is falling. Easter sunday falls on conference. I believe and that's what was i went
to church. Nineteen ninety nine on easter sunday in prison. Increa- was speaking at on that
unsa conference Church my buddy was mentioning this idea. Book mormonism what is that. It
was like i got to puke looking explain it. And he and his mom day Brompton introduced me to
missionaries. I started taking lessons. I'm always trying to find him. So whenever i do these
public things on trying to figure out if those missionaries are out there be great to connect with
you again. If you were so nice you remember their names. I have to go. i can just just one of



them. Though that eventually did work help me get baptize elba hendrix. But i do have
communication with him. He was i went through several sets. My mom didn't allow me to get
baptized right away. Which was not a part of the story started. The missionaries wasn't because
of the animosity towards the church. It was just the fact that growth as a kid in jamaica like en-
just make culture you get out is when were all right. I'm done messing around. I'm done sinning
so now. It's like i am going to. Which is the case. But it's like this idea like half on you're a
teenager. You're us do that. Make that decision when you're matured older adult so to speak.
And she couldn't contemplate the idea me making such a significant promise to god at point with
her christian background so she anyways allow me we Hendrickson and hendrickson some of
the other missionaries. We had fasted. We fasted with the use and since churches ables
non-member and more activist members at points. Since april down to december. We did a fast.
Because you wanted away my mom to us eighteen than she said six to this was still would have
been you know year later. So then we fascinating. She allowed me to get baptized and it was
amazing to testimony fast because may know those my mom. She wasn't going to budge but it
was prayer was the fast and having that over the next over. It was literally that week or day. Just
can't remember to see if i don't if i journal that. It was remarkable. How quickly she said right will
change your mind. Let's get bapti you can give out tons and yeah does a story. I kept going to
church since then. So as a tough when it came time for emission was at for your mom to think
about driving a car and remember. I was sixteen at the time in. We were coming home from
school. And i told her in the car that was going on a mission. What else Nineteen and she said
no. You're not you're going to college. I because again with the caribbean heritage education is
like herrmann. You is you. That's the reason. I sacrificed to this country so you can have
opportunities you're going to college. And that wasn't argument. I was going to college. She just
didn't contemplate the idea that it wasn't so it was like you pick your battles at a right time. So i
think she figured out that the same phase out. He's got three years before that happens. He's
college so it came down to eighteen band identified to college like i was supposed to and went
to a Schools in our county drive to school of the arts and magnet program. And so now. I had
the ided applying i got accepted to y you i at the time so was like all right. Will kids going to
college. But she's also making. This mission is born. Dan and i remember having a conversation
through. She said whatever makes you have the makes me happy. And yes so that she allies.
You gave her blessings. But at this point i was going to go anyways but So she gave her
blessing on that and it was funny when i was on mission. She always was telling her friends.
Like you know this is my son. He's out on a mission and so forth.
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I actually went to rosa parks. Funeral over michigan detroit and it was a my at the time where
the funeral was held that we go into the program and they shouted. Elevate wilsey listening to
this program. He i on exchanges with me the other day. And he's like you should have this so
we will does only one left Get so we've got a program to rosa parks. General in that was able to
take pictures and send back in. You know she loved. It just took it insured with friends and told
everybody so now. Obviously having a podcast around leadership jumped two year. You're in
leadership. You recalled his own was it. Did you feel like you're a young bishop at the time at



year thirty one. Yeah in historically his church. In in historically area most of the bishops were
older than that and plus. I look super young. I'm not gonna be trite. Sometimes a look older. So i
look young anyways but Thirty one was young. In comparison to all the bishops there was one
of the bishops Dallas scott he's friend of mine's got romney and he was called a twenty seven
seven in the state and i was called at thirty one and there is a after us. There is another bishop.
Call those young as well as stephen bishop ravina and he's also from my ages. Well the the
point though it was we were young. In comparison to the folks that were gray hair or that were
are compared to us being our old after the our dads in and so forth so we being bishops. That's
awesome and this leads into one of the principles that you Sent me because i wanted to
purchase interview with your background as in sales and training and whatnot. I'm intrigued by
how maybe some of that has spilled over to your time as a leader or or alleged or or ways that
we could improve that way and you talk about this concept of the challenge of developing
leaders in the church. Where's a good place to start with. You pick there so made for spots with
the easiest spot to start would be calling leaders and giving them the actions to succeed. Did
you feel like was this sort of a principal like you are lacking in your own experience or that you
start buying as you were called in leadership of fortunate in what my leaders throughout my
church experienced a mentor. Same steve hatch. And steve said to me when i was doing my
eagle scout that you should look to leaders that were good and looked at the leaders that were
bad like what and he said that your bad leaders quote unquote the ones that you were not most
effective. What did they do. That could have been better and than the ones who are great. What
did they do. That was great that could be improved and adopted that idea so from teenage
years. I kept applying that concept throughout my life. And i'm fortunate to have good guidance
in good folks that was able to help mentor a guy but i do feel in a lot of the calling that i received
is someone without the proper initiatives can have a challenge to succeed in their role from my
experiences. I've had those callings. I gotta got the the gotta blessings so to speak. You're
you're here you go. You just got called to this position and then now. Your job is to fulfill as an
elvis court. President dan by the way. Just use the hamble to figure out what you're supposed to
do and that was always anyone who served the score presidency roller any rules in church. You
know what i'm talking. Come from his worried. You can go to the binder The handbook but does
it really give you the exact detail direction and i know sometimes only lazy and soft serving
directed. Nothing's and that's not necessarily jason. The situation like this. We wanna make
sure. Individuals are successful in their jain in their roles and we can go pray we can go. We can
follow him. But there's something about having that guidance by some wanna get coached in
that calling to be able to be more effective. And i made mistakes in a lot of mistakes And that's
been to learn from those but taking match if we will take those mistakes and be able to help
someone coming up after us by saying way these had falls or these path obviously Spirit but
here are some fundamental things that can help them to be successful than i can tell you that
for me it. It wasn't there or he got callings. That rebrand you new. Like i remember us call to be
a quartermaster when i was a non-member because they give even couldn't baptize yet. But
they they gave me a calling responsibility with scouts and super excited for accurate in the
same building Labelling on the scout closet was fun to see the point. Though is i had to learn
and to get guidance because i didn't know what to do otherwise sometimes members who
received these callings day or assignments they just it becomes almost like a a tidal calling
rather than someone.
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That's actually a calling the doctor fulfilling been doing in dealing well to do. And sometimes
people are not necessarily the skills they have the spiritual capabilities that our attitude but they
may not necessarily have the skills to do those responsibilities and we could do more and seen
surgical years evolved to help provide that if you look at the new website website. Now the
Jesus christ you could see that some of those. Your collins now are broken down or global
details that it has been. It's more training. So since i mean the the challenge of developing
leaders. Come from the fact that there's not a strong tradition of that training stepped as
somebody's called is sorta like here's the hand booker. Figure it out or the last guy did but
maybe it's more of being more intentional of of really giving them good solid direction or
mentorship as they go into a calling. And i think especially in in south florida in are makeup in
this area. We are just do. We are in a lot of parts of the world matter where you're serving like
when i sort of detroit has on on a mission we can. It's no corn. In no argument. There there was
a leadership deficit of because in the city we had a lot of You know branches and these
branches. You members are strong and beth why we had on senior missionaries. And then at
one point they had The the mission the mission and the or district at a time had members from
outside of detroit coming to detroit to help develop of the leaders that were there and so you
may have lived out in the suburbs but your call to serve in the branch president or what but
those things Was to build a leadership and now i think all the detroit from a number maybe ten
years ago. The detroit stake more detroit area. They have their own leadership that was
developed and strengthened but that idea developing those leaders and colton guiding them
mentor them. So they can stand on your own. Is that something that's important and it doesn't
matter where you are could be church in salt lake gory toward viral utah or even a place like
west palm beach. Sometimes you have those. You have leaders that we we don't wanna use
the same twenty percent of people over and over. We need to strengthen the pool so that we
can have some of those other individuals and may not be as you know if you wanna put our
listeners. Lega in may need to be able to call it the role yet. Can we still give them the right
guidance. In helping to training so that it can be effective in those roles that so is there anything
you did. You know your time is bishop or maybe another calling. You're more intentional. With
with training or implementing some of those leaders into their. they're calling. Yeah so think
about like this. We have a lot of folks that in we would say in the in our area in our ward not
many individuals had the executive type experience in their jobs is does not regret. Was it for
two active in your callings but when somebody has that. Those work experiences little more that
those executive roles or leadership or management capabilities. It makes it easier to manage a
team of individuals or organization. And if you look at like say. Believe cited prisoner. Elvis corn
were young manner yellow. The primary president be able to help those individuals to know how
to manage the groups that are group can be effective is so we decided. We use the handbook in
the handbook. At the time. Also still to this day. They have the idea that you need to each is
even more so today. It's molded towards local circumstances right and so forth so fallen as
principal. What we did with took print out a the person's calling give them a binder and we wrote
them a letter explaining this calling came from inspiration and then we will give them some print



out what they were seeing from the handbook. These are some of the things you're supposed to
do. And then kinda supplementing with our local circumstances like if you're safer is is a primary
is a sunday school teacher. Obviously you know you need to prepare. Lesson comes to the
class prepared but we gave them other things. So how can you make sure. Your meetings are
effective as a sunday school teacher. You wanna plan the day before. Reach out to students to
attend these to pick. Somebody do a prayer. Have a people share insights in specific ideas with
that. How can you rich class on moments and we would give all over that resource and give
them training so instead of now. We're telling you but we try to much as possible instead of
saying it will now kurt your call. It sunday's teach ago to wolves we try to offer as much training
as possible in the church came out and started doing the Or teaching them saviors way that
program we adopted and kept using that so we can continue to help those members those
leaders to actually hold their stills into proven one the those that were in management quote
unquote roles managing a on an exemplary as president and we had those leaders at maybe
never lead or didn't have any type of management skills before what we decided to do with.
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That was to continue emphasizing. One on what. I don't know how people do want less every
role in our award. We ensure that had one whether it was me and my elvis for president ramiz
released president. We did those meetings religiously in the same thing with like a prime relief
studied president and her counselors making sure those roles are the ones. We're taking place
because then we identify challenges that you're facing and instead of getting burned out a seal
light didn't have the support. They can get that guidance and mentorship that they need to
having that binder that it received with the how they can succeed in a role and then having one
on ones we're will tell to ensure that our leaders were getting buoyed up against strengthen and
we will just rent them not only with their skills base but also with the spiritual ideas of a helping
them to understand Of christ's rule and so help me understand like the nitty gritty of these
things. Like with these these binders that you've created what was in the by did you. Who
created it so we created a template of myself and the bishopric and then for some of those
areas that we wanted to help. The members with the word clerk also helped us out as we're
developing these and the word council. Tell develop the binders so you know. Previous primary
primary president obviously was involved with helping to ensure that the proper things for
primary presidency was there to do that. They'll cyprus things but as far as like a couldn't
binders physically together. We'll get them to give us what they want like to. Come inside of
those binders in. We would get the word clerk to do that into l. to greet him so we bought. A
bunch of our state was account buying those white biters but in the very beginning. The
person's calling so when we met with you and we will go over with you. This is your calling as a
young man president than we can not anymore. But as far as advisory young men's you can
have a physical binary you could open it up and then do see a letter right there. The very first
thing is a letter from the bishopric signed with Pink not like a printed stuff but what ink that we
actually signed this document. Flip over that and we have one of the talks. A used a lot was
getting Forgot the conference title but it was in combine or or one point was also year race but
the talk was how we can help the how serving your calling and we would use that. A couple of



these different talks that we use as an example so they can say help members get underway in.
We'll give them resources whether these were from the churches website regarding their role
and then we would supplement that with things relative to our areas in south florida his a how to
this role as a gospel doctrine teacher or in our area. Or how when you're leading class. How
lead the gospel principles close Being sensitive to certain issues that might be you know might
not be a appropriate for a of a group of new members are whatnot Being that was heavy in our
south florida area until things of that nature. It was related to that column in. That helped us to
make. You're just sort of giving them. It's like a just a point of reference for them that you can
hand it to him. It's something physical. It can go there if they have especially. They're beginning
as far as weird where to start with less with that calling in overtime at imagine things added to
those to those binders and even like the calendering of some of the important things like stake
or ward related activities. I mean sounds like these are basic things right. You might say you
done. But what i've come to realize is that a lot of don't do necessarily what we know we're
supposed to do on a day-to-day basis than those not doing the activities or not doing those
particular just telling a member here you go and go find be successfully role doesn't necessarily
constitute a effectiveness of and i can tell give you example. There's one sister that she was.
She had never taken had many leadership roles and ben as a wia. Say we had Time she
receives a calling week. Did this binder a thing for her and it really gave her the confidence
under direction she needed. She was able to help you know help Calling wasn't didn't feel like
she was young drowning with like work and kids and she was on at the time and trying to help
these adults in our ward to find meaningful activities. She knew exactly what was working what
to do how to help initiate out run a group f h e. I mean something like that. Sounds very simple
but imagine people not having done enough achieve ever before.
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How do you do h. e. That's not necessarily there in the handbook to say as a leader l. hawaii
say this is ironic Leading is not there. So how can we create those things. And that's what we
didn't we did. A lot of. We started with videos in our bishopric so like doing screen shares or
explanation of things so that the next leader after us can no salaries ways the rhyme or reason
for doing it. Not you're limiting them but we prophesised like you will be led by the spirit. But
here's what how we did this particular thing. Or here's how we not virtual stuff like how we
function in these roles. Or how do we find people to go to store halston. So they're not starting
over from scratch and trying to figure things out there. I think there's too often we we see that in
a church. Sometimes it's kind of like this one administration so to speak is done so therefore we
have to start over from scratch and do it this way. Why don't we just follow what has worked in.
Why don't we have continuity of training to make sure that we are not we can focus on the
spiritual beings and help members as will not have to try to develop details on granier stuff done
especially comes towards binders. yes so an in the binders. Would you references videos than
you'd make. So they know where to find it out that video component that was specifically. We've
done that with the bishop break. But we would then have like google drive folder that we kept
and so the bishop has like give them like a or whatever. I just knew that responsibility. When i
came in there so lunch with so i just documented everything and then also put these processes



in place Screen share or did a video recording apply self explaining some of those things so
now the document could see like powder we typically find people for the bishop's storehouse
rather than getting those two thousand phone calls day bishop duck hunting. This is like his
video and is not that i didn't want to don't want to do is just now that it alleviates that person to
know and of education and then also to be able to get counsel from the lord and tweak things
accordingly bre. Yeah i'm sure it it made for a smooth transition from not only as the bishop but
also other callings calling and so do these same folders they just get passed around is maybe a
sunday school president was released. They just passed the binding exactly so the now that
makes cause when sometimes when people get released just talked to brother jones about his
responsibility. Now you can have that for jones. This is another critical piece when it comes
towards in just like safety in at our age was keeping track of the keys in a building. We don't
want anyone and everyone has cheese Physical cheese took these firearms but having the
physical cheese. That umbrella jones now his t was seven two nine four three six back. She
goes to the sunday school. President in that gets passed on so the clerk is again in the
handbook. Those things are there but do we implement that but then how many people
buildings have people roaming around cheese in this. Personal is a primary president three
years ago but then they got called to a state position to have. That key is that she needs to get
transferred. Another binders in keys. Get transferred in almost like a conclusion of your role and
the hand off and then now the coaching. You can sit down and talk to that person and do a.
Here's some of the things that you should be aware of. In transition of information and
intellectual learnings was also able to pass off in that conversation or whatnot wasn't always
perfect. No but this was something that out mendaciously. I really like that it. It's sort of I think
ten fifteen twenty years ago people remember that at least my experience there were
sometimes binders associated with a calling but it was usually like You know i remember early
on being hyper leader in getting this binder and it was just sort of full of garbage like agenda
items from you. Know the last four ward council or something and and So i'm sure maybe some
of that. Stuff accumulates but the main purposes initially just to to catch all these these things
going back and forth but mainly to make sure there's clear direction and purpose on what calling
is supposed to accomplish a exactly mean you take those we do have templates for the
agendas on google. Drive some of those that we we saw that we did have four folks. If you
wanna get a template by all means then go to the google. Drive folder in the binder. it was really
just. What do you need to do to be effective in your role and if again if i'm developing leaders
violent area where we don't have strong leaders and they were trying to help them. How in the
world. I'm going to give you an executive a banishment or mid level management position. We
look at it. And you've never had any mid level management experience and that's where we see
some of those emotional burnouts from folks or they feel intimidated by calling and not able to
serve in those areas in. We have a one once you talk to them. It comes back down to this.
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Crisis could have been solved if we had helped this person to be more successful in their role
issue. Yeah it's almost like more about the individual than it is the calling write hundred percent
enabling that person to serve in that calling and people get frustrated. They wanna do job. But



maybe they don't know how and nobody sat down to teach them our and now the these
resources make that available and also you feel like embarrassed to the bishop ring. They're
busy or you know somebody. Who gave you this calling and melanie to go back to them in bay
sedan believe entrust them but now i am not able to fill that responsibility so they sit on it and
they just do it becomes the where they'll pray and try to get help and sometimes they just feel
like it's there's a real emotions that tie back to this. It's not just just pray and figure it out there's
re we can. We can do more to help our leaders to succeed. And that's what my experience has
seen a lot of times. We just tell we'll go to the website or go figure it out and you met with the
bishop and that was it and those people. They struggle in need help. Not everyone but again.
It's just what we saw an increase but your approach to one on one interviews out. Imagine us
the bishop. Were doing all those those interviews. But how did you go about stimulating. Those
interviews make sure that they're happening in than any advice for one to one interviews that
tomlin's it do. They're going to sneak No we did a for. I met with since i oversaw released. elvis
corum. I those were areas. That i met was at the time ward missing leader Before it was under
neath the elvis from presidency. I met with them and young president so each week. I just had
one on one so we did a once a month. I had one one with them and we would schedule it. Out
to my core to my Executive secretary so much time with s before my appointments in the
evenings or whether it was like later after the meeting didn't take the place of our my spiritual
meetings with folks who needed hell but those were set times that i can meet with them and in
that we had an agenda so agenda that again the point some of the things that we need to are
reoccurring ministering or maybe challenges. You're facing leaderships challenges. Orange
callings at Trying to have or upcoming activities that were relevant specifically so there's that we
need to discuss in ward council and take time for that but then in that one on one time we can
take care of those things where challenges. They were facing in their roles. But that's how we let
them come. It was more of a that you can count on that meeting happening so that you can
come to me with your those challenges and then we don't have a bunch of those off shoot
random meetings but now we have one place where we could come to. Obviously your eldest
corner released Speed dial so it was always year. You're talking a lot yet. But the bulk of our
stuff Table this for our meeting next week and we could discuss more. Details regarding sister.
So-and-so ambitious challenge out with her calling. Or i need a new you first counselor elvis
from presidency. I work names and one thinking about but year for will meet next week. We'll
here's something about a ministering that we're looking at we have some challenges maybe
comment you can show them. I deal with me and we would meet in council together in those
one on wants so. It's not just me giving an advice. But it's me counseling with them. They also
relying on the spirit to help us to come to reasonable solutions. I cannot tell you how many cool
things came from those one on ones world to solve problems and into implement them and see
them workout and it came back down to nuclear power leaders guide them and but i just the of
doing that one on one i knew was critical from life experience in the business world. Same thing
i saw with the when i came to a leadership in leading so i made sure was a priority with those
leaders to know that they're appreciated And that's that's a sacred time that we have together to
go over those things relative to their success in the role yet. I've always found that you know.
Sometimes it's worth councils. They can They can go long right and it's sort of like man. There's
so much to talk about like in people. Have you know the the discussion kept going. But usually
when you when you give. The organizational leaders a place to be heard whether that's an one



to one maybe it was just a bishop counselor. Whatever they'll be less likely to bring him up
award council where they feel like. This is the only time. I can bring my issue or talking about
the singer. You know. communicate information so just create more opportunities makes for a
better world council meeting. Yeah i mean one hundred percent with that. And i learned hard
with that avert beginning. We had our state president. He says the hamblur teaches that. You
know you should have work council. often Say i think is often a regular regularly regularly
means every week so and he once a week we have work council.

00:35:06 - 00:40:11

But here's the thing that we started do only developed this in our word. Does the relief. Society
president need to come to every word council. An answer isn't if they're having effective one on
once ineffective each organization. This was another meeting that they made sure they had a
presidency meeting every week. Then we didn't have that issue. So the nell twice a month
released President came and then the other weeks or first counselor and second counselor
came. They brought intel information back to the presidency meeting. And in that way
information was the impasse down that necessarily needed to get accomplish in. We also keep
in touch with award. What's up so everyone was able to stay in touch and the agenda forward
council is set like so you know exactly which we were discussing. What's a relief site present.
We're talking about welfare in the fourth week. She has that one on. She comes to and then you
know we're talking about our focus families folks that were trying to help reactivate on the
second week so therefore she comes to that one. We're planning are planning soccer meeting
the first week so whatever accommodation but now we have regular idea the agenda gets sent
out again a theoretically all the time. What the l. is serving. Executive secretary said that
agenda. Everybody knows what their roles are supposed to do in how to know what's going to
be discussed and now that agenda go back into the president's ingredients say we've discussed
last week focus families and i was named to. You went there sister. So and so tell me who the
updates on the jackson's in the marine season the the kelly families and in that way information
getting pass down one hour meeting doesn't need to be a three hour work council. Is you held
those were councils regularly. But there were clear with the agenda. What would be talked about
so the individuals new whether they would be there so it wasn't a always a weekly meeting for
every pound dough but it wasn't enough for everyone but then again those the leaders so who
are going to pay for released stunning president. Potentially i mean you're gonna look at the just
go. Look at some of the counselors were people. You can look at the worst. But we're
developing those first and second counselors to understand what's going on in were council by
having them come one week and sharing that burden so that now they can help out the release
of president in it she doesn't. We saved the elders form. Same thing with young men's and
women's time nice and did you have somebody's where you particular ask everybody to be
there depending on. Yeah there's some big items that need to be we would have those in. We
would do the war council. Everyone comes to that and back in the days was easy to feed them
so we would come into the morning meeting and we'll get like food the day before some stuff
that wasn't going bad or you know get out the crock pots and do some everyone to a bunch of
eggs or omelet type things. So they can go while leading into a training with them capacity love



it love it. We've sort of danced all over some of these These points you mentioned may be
completed some but anything else as far as like just the concept of developing leaders in your
experience that we haven't touched on her i think we hit on his face with For when i was. I saw.
Sometimes when i was elders corum in ellsworth presidents didn't know what happened in war
council until i i went to a word counts when i was call at the elvis former president but imagine if i
had that opportunity like once a month to go into here and to understand. It's not like anything.
That's not privy to says a discussion in a bishop. Rick was able to be mindful of those things that
were appropriate. But why can't first counselor l. His presidency understand some of those
things that ellison president would miss surly to discuss the decisions. Finally come down to the
ellis from brazil is almost like. I'm giving that leader opportunity to understand so that they're not
blindsided but again we in our area. We had a leadership deficit so we wanted to make sure that
everyone like for instance on active sunday's thirty priests Brethren at church at times at thirty to
forty five right on sunday in you had to women who have so many because there's so much
more faithful than some guys but the point though is can we get those bread written how those
brethren at that weren't at stake responsibilities to develop and have them become christian
holders become a potential leaders in ls four or sunday school or whatnot ambassador of those
things that we did so the one on one bed guidance with their roles the opportunity aren't
leadership and then asking off the because now we've given you the direction in training was
not let you be a lump on a log. How can i help this. Individual practice suppressor practiced a
role of practice the responsibility as second counselor in the relief senate presidency to be
effective and those are some of the things that we did to develop those leaders to help them to
be candidates for future roles wherever the lord whoever lord was to call at that point yes so
you're always keeping in mind those that are up and coming you know Served as a bishop.

00:40:11 - 00:45:05

I think in a similar area where you didn't have established long-lasting families who've been
there forever and so you're always trying to think. How can i expose as many people to a ward
organizations so that they can maybe pick up in run the football further down the field when
when the other guy moves you know so it's always an ongoing thing so add this last principle in.
Maybe you've touched on But never assuming what do you mean by that. Yeah it goes back to
that concept from. We assume someone. I've assumed of so many times. It's someone
understood Responsibility understood a role and then that did not get to russian by a week.
Might say well. I spoke with them. When i called them when my counsellors might say i spoke
with them and i explained to them the calling and i assume they understood what they are
supposed to do but you know two months later. A what why. We don't have anything for primary
while. I had told them they needed to do these. Things are primary does but we assumed that
the understood so we'd never assumed in those responsibilities and roles we spill everything out
again with that calling and with those responsibilities and we go over like one of the things that
i've seen what we issue a call in somebody except that calling. We would use that binder today
that same binder to declutter. Show them say okay. Here's some of those responsibilities to new
have as a primary president here a little things we're gonna have. You set off connects with the
previous prime with the primary residence so you all can meet and of that meeting and kind of



helping to ensure that happens rather than assuming that sister so and so is going to connect
with six. Oh send a text message. This just want to make sure that you connect with sisters.
Johnson guys can meet for the appointment analogy that ensures that it's happening and the
bishopric member that's over primary. He's also facilitating in running the point on back to
ensure that that meeting happens and information's transferred what we can't just assu that
people understand so always to attempt the especially when developing leaders spell it out as
grainger as possible least lonestar up with that and they can change it as they roll but those are
experienced have awesome. That's great l. Any other principle that i hope. I didn't passover
manage any other than we didn't hit on the modern make sure we hit. We hit on a lot over there
when it comes to developing leaders in helping leaders to grow into role and responsibility. I
think we covered a lot there. I built his piece is just making sure mentor. The guiding a coaching
is is there and especially in areas where you don't have a lot of resources we just don't have a
lot of members To to make things happen all the time you get creative and we we in our in our
negative woods we we have to get creative with a in economically challenged areas. What i've
called at times with the over membership. We people work a lot and we just have to figure out
ways to to help them into sure things. Well i wanna make sure. I got one more question for you
but i wanna make sure if there's obviously some some sales guys out there marketing guys out
there. They're intrigued by If people wanna find out more about you and what you do where they
can go to the sales of angeles dot com. So that's my company's website and you can connect
with me there or connect with leighton donald c killing. You can find that served in your fellow
podcasters israel. Check out our podcast. They're the sales evangelist podcasts. So we we love
that. It's fun hobby last question. I have for you just to think back on your time as a leader as as
a bishop being a leader helped you become a better follower of jesus. Christ it helped me on the
senate couple of things First piece was. I came to understand the a tone of jesus christ Such it's
so much more. Not that i'm a scholar. You told me or anything like that. Just made more sense
to be like. Wow this This need to forgive to look at individuals would love an idea. It's charitable
charity. Was there so i started to. I'm especially when people were came to me in. Were sharing
the challenges or singer. Mistakes the they've made the most time. The adversary want you to
think that yes. You are bad person but the savior wants. You just know that. I love you. I care for
you doesn't matter what you've done. I'm here to help you. Just come me in that concept. I saw
how it started to rub off so to speak on me as a leader. I didn't see anyone with like who made a
mistake. Oh man Oh my goodness. I am so grateful that you're coming here to go for help. I'm
wanna guide you. I want you to go to the savior analyze. Show you how you can have that piece
from him because his atonement wealthy.

00:45:05 - 00:48:05

Douse the very first thing. So i started to love people more. no sounds like basic but i'm just
serious than as i really saw people differently in the second piece pieces that now as i followed
as i was trying to become a better leader the only person that can look to for an example jesus
christ and the way that it can become better leader like christ was to emulate him so. My
scripture study became more richer in my experiences with making sure going to temple in
having those experiences in the fasting. Those things all that drew me like it pushed me to make



sure that i was going to christ even with all of these things i assure you. Know we've been do
the binders and so forth. But there's nothing that comes back down to whether you can binders
can't help somebody to call under. Christ what really helps. That person is the testimony of jesus
christ and the only way that i can guide somebody to christ is if i know where he's at and how i
can follow him so as a leader sticking close to in trying to do my best to follow him helped me to
build a guy some around members and those that we lead to come onto him and to fall that
include my interview with donald. Kelly definitely check him out. If especially if you're in the
sales industry at this sales of angeles dot com. Subscribe to this podcast in. He will continue to
teach you just like he has today. I would love to get your input. We're getting a lot of emails. In of
ideas of individuals we reach out to an interview for the how i lead segment. Keep them coming.
We want to get a long list to consider. We probably won't be able to interview everybody but
We'll we'll find the gems that the people with the unique ideas the dynamic leaders that can be
inspire you to to lead in a new refreshing way so go to leading saints dot org slash contact
handsome it all the information there maybe talk with the individual beforehand so that you don't
recommend somebody who's definitely going to say no and we'll reach out to them and see if
they would be open to that so leading saints dot org slash contact and remember text. The word
lead to four seven four seven four seven access. The three most popular sessions of the
liberating saints library get came as a result of the position of leadership which was imposed
upon us by the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ and
when the declaration was made concerning the own and only true and living church on the face
of the earth we were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from
which we cannot shrink nor runaway and to which we must face up with boldness and courage
and ability.


